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between 18 and 32, All the twenty-six different nations
and tribes of Asia's North are represented. Each student
was picked for his intelligence and inclination for modern
Soviet ideas. Communists travelling as Red missionaries
in the tundra and taiga of Northern Siberia made contact
with them and now they are being studied by ethnologists
and linguists. Scholars are coming from America—led by
Professor Boas—to hear of new theories and scientific findings
about these nations, many of whom were more legends than
men to the civilized world until yesterday. In return,
teachers and political agents give to the natives the gist of
Red Russia's civilization. Their childhood was spent in
tents, in continuous travel over the vast expanses of the
North. And now this modern city is like a fairy tale to most
of them. After two, three or four years they still look at it
more or less as an enchanted world, calling their school
'Chudesny Chum3: The Tent of Miracles.
I saw them practising the foxtrot, getting ready for a visit
to the cinema, writing a report about an excursion by
aeroplane, listening to a lecture about the engine of the
motor car, and relating their impressions of factories and
mines. They were taking gliding and parachute lessons when
I visited their summer camp on the Estonian border. But
yet, with it all, these same people still fall back upon super-
stitious beliefs of witches and demons at times.
'Who knows9, they argue, 'perhaps the dead machines,
which can move without human or animal force, are driven
by mysterious spirits which the Russians have learnt to
master. They call them coal and petrol. But the teacher
does admit, doesn't he, that these fuels were once trees and
plants before they had lain in the ground for thousands of
years? Why should the spirits of the trees, whom we have
learned to respect in the taiga, not preserve themselves even
for many centuries of sleep underground? Who can define
the difference between the gods of plants and animals and the
spirits who draw cars over roads and lift steel birds into the
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